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General Directions:  
There are five parts in this test: Sentence Completion (25%), Error Identifying (10%), Cloze (15%), 

Reading Comprehension (20%) and Writing (30%). Specific instructions are provided at the beginning of 
each part. Altogether, there are 60 multiple-choice questions and one writing task in this test. The total score 
is 100. Parts 1 to 4 are worth 70 points. The Writing is worth 30 points.    

There are 60 multiple-choice questions with four choices marked A, B, C, and D. Once you have 
decided your choice, fill in the space that corresponds to the letter of the answer you have chosen by 
darkening the space on your Answer Sheet. Look at the following example:  

 
When I left the store yesterday afternoon, I ______ three packages. 
A) will carry     B) carried   C) carry    D) have carried  

 
The sentence should read, “When I left the store yesterday afternoon, I carried three packages.” Therefore, 
you should choose answer B, and mark B on your Answer Sheet like this: (A)  (●)  (C)  (D). 
Please fill in your choice correctly. DO NOT cross, tick, underline, or circle your choice on the Answer 
Sheet. The following ways of marking answers are all wrong: 
             WRONG      WRONG       WRONG      WRONG       

(A)         √(B)          (C)          ×(D)  
 
Part 1: Sentence Completion  （25 points） 
This part contains 25 multiple-choice questions with four choices marked A, B, C, or D for each 
question. Choose one of the four choices to complete the sentence. Mark your answer on your Answer 
Sheet.   
   
1.  After that more and more countries _______ the game. 

A) joined           B) joined in          C) attended          D) took the part in  
2.  Generally, Jack is fond of watching TV while Mike is interested in listening to ______ radio. 
    A) the              B) a                C) an               D) his 
3.  These books are for the students ______ native language is not English. 
    A) that             B) whose            C) which            D) of whom 
4.  I remember seeing her at the party ______ last month. 
    A) once a time       B) some time         C) sometimes        D) sometime 
5.  Settlers of the western United States had a sense of equality in the face of hardship, ______ 
    democratic political practices. 
    A) led to            B) which led to       C) they had led       D) was leading them to 
6.  The concept of television, ______ images over distances, had intrigued scientists even before the 

invention of moving pictures or radio. 
    A) the transmitting    B) transmits to       C) for transmission    D) the transmission of 
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7.  If everyone _____ , how would we control air traffic? Surely, we’d all be crashing into each other.  
A) could fly        B) can fly    C) flies           D) will fly 

8.  Most, but not _____ , vertebrates have a bony backbone called a spinal column. 
   A) them all           B) all of           C) all               D) all of them 
9.  While it is generally agreed that there is a limit to the possible size of the world population, ____ 
    can only be an educated guess.    

A) that limit might lie where                B) where that limit might lie 
C) does that limit lie where                 D) where does that limit lie 

10. Watching the children fly their kites in the park, ________. 
A) it looked like a lot of fun    
B) I thought of the times long ago when I did the same thing 
C) one of the kites got stuck in the tree  
D) suddenly a gust of wind blew my hat off my head 

11. There was an earthquake on the coast yesterday. Fortunately, there was no loss of life. However, because 
of the danger of collapsing sea walls, it was essential that the area _____ evacuated quickly.  
A) be         B) to be         C) will be          D) was 

12. The stockbroker denied _____ of the secret business deal.  
A) having informed     B) to have informed   C) to have been informed D) having been informed 

13. The Alaskan blackfish exhibits ___ to both extreme cold and low concentrations of oxygen under the ice.
   A) remarkable, resistant                    B) remarkable, and resistance 
   C) remarkable resistance                   D) remarkably resistant  
14. Dairy farming is ______ leading agricultural activity in Canada. 
   A) a                B) at                C) now                D) never 
15. During the late 18th century, ______ of the native societies of China had professions in the fields of 

scientific evaluation and testing. 
   A) a few but         B) only a few         C) a few only           D) few, but only 
16. Deserts are arid land areas where ______ through evaporation than is gained through precipitation. 
   A) is more water lost  B) loses more water   C) the loss of more water   D) more water is lost 
17. Fish are the most ancient form of vertebrate life, and ____ all other vertebrates. 
   A) to evolve         B) evolve them      C) from them evolved      D) they are evolved 
18. You’d better take raincoat with you ______ the weather changes. It could rain before you get home again. 
   A) in case        B) now that       C) even if          D) only if 
19. ______ European inhabitants of New York City were Dutch settlers. 
   A) The earliest       B) Earliest          C) Earliest               D) It was the earliest 
20. You’d better save money for a rainy day. You can’t count on ____ by your parents every time you get into 

financial difficulty.  
A) rescuing     B) being rescued   C) to rescue             D) to be rescued 
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21. _______ that three-fifths of the world’s coal supplies are in the United States.  
   A) Estimations of scientists                B) Scientists estimating  
   C) Estimated by scientists                 D) It is estimated by scientists 
22. I hadn’t understood his _______ asked him to repeat what he’d said.  

A) directions. I    B) directions because I C) directions, I   D) directions. However; I 
23. You know, on the one hand, I like to keep the windows open at night no matter how cold it gets. _____ , 

my wife prefers a warm bedroom with all windows tightly shut.  
A) However       B) Nevertheless     C) On the other hand   D) But 

24. The National Medal of Science is the _____ given by the United States government. 
   A) highest ward for science                  B) ward that is of the highest science  
   C) highest science award                    D) highest and awarding scientists 
25. The coherent light of a laser ______ entirely of synchronized waves of a single frequency that travel in 

the same direction. 
   A) is composed       B) it composes        C) to compose it      D) is composing it 
 
 
Part 2  Error Identifying  （10 points） 
In questions 26—35 each sentence has four underlined parts marked A, B, C, and D. Choose the 
underlined part that must be changed in order for the sentence to be correct. Then, on your Answer 
Sheet, find the number of the question and mark your choice in the correspondent space. 

For example, Part C is wrong in the following sentence. Then mark C on your Answer Sheet. 
  If you want to speak good English, you should practice to speak more whenever you can.  

     A            B                         C                   D 
26.  It is Mike who has suggested to her son that he writes a number of short essays.  
  A            B       C    D 
27.  Since I will go to Canada this summer, I am looking for a book which deals in life in Canada.  
       A     B          C           D 
28.  Having spent the last two weeks in bed, my doctor said that I was suffering from a bad bout of the flu.  
         A         B         C         D 
29.  He went downtown with the intention of buying a bicycle for his son with those new wide handlebars.   
  A         B             C       D 
30.  Although winter is usually a rainy season in northern Taiwan, but it can have the occasional sunny day. 
    A     B                   C        D 
31.  Jerry hurted his back badly while carrying the heavy boxes. 
           A           B         C        D 
32.  These shoes are more tight than the ones I usually wear. 

   A              B            C     D 
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33.  Some of the tools in the cabinet is in need of cleaning and oiling. 
                A         B   C            D 
34.  In the future there will be much opportunities to use my computer. 

      A      B   C     D 
35.  The black leopard is very dark that its spots are difficult to see. 
                      A                 B    C    D 
 
Part 3  Cloze  （15 points） 

There are 15 blanks in the following passage. Decide which of the choices (A, B, C, or D for each 
blank) given below would best complete the passage if inserted in the corresponding blank. You should 
mark your choices on the Answer Sheet.  

Legal Learning for Pre-Law Students 
Most people entering law school know little about law or legal education. __(36)___ other graduate 

education, law school is not a continuation of an undergraduate major. __(37) __ gladly accept students with 
majors as __(38)___ to law as literature, computer science, __(39)___ speech pathology; not surprisingly, 
many _(40)___ the first year of law school difficult.  

 
One reason is that, although law schools do not require a background __(41)___ law, the first year 

curriculum actually presupposes a great deal of legal knowledge. __(42)___ students realize that before they 
start law school they __(43) ___ know some fundamental legal principles and __(44)___, as well as 
information about the court __(45)___ and the trial and appellate processes. __(46)___ first year students 
suspect that they don't __(47)__ understand their course work, but they don't __(48)___ what to do about it. 
If entering students __(49)___ some orientation to the law, much of their anxiety __(50)___ first year would 
be eliminated.  
(Note: The two paragraphs are retrieved from http://www.findlaw.com/studyskills/1_pre_law.html) 
 
36. A) Like   B) Since   C) Because  D) Unlike  
37. A) Law schools B) Universities C) Colleges  D) High schools  
38. A) linked   B) different  C) unrelated   D) related 
39. A) including   B) or      C) amid   D) with 
40. A) find     B) hope   C) make   D) take 
41. A) concerning  B) with   C) of   D) in   
42 A) Most   B) More   C) Few   D) Many    
43. A) should   B) could   C) might   D) would 
44. A) rules    B) titles   C) terminology  D) books 
45. A) arrangement B) technique  C) methods  D) systems   
46. A) Few    B) Most    C) All   D) None   
47. A) fully    B) rarely   C) never   D) sincerely    
48. A) study   B) learn   C) know   D) understand 
49. A) have    B) took   C) make   D) had   
50. A) over   B) during   C) before   D) within  
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Part 4  Reading Comprehension   (20 points) 
Read the following passage and answer Questions 51-60. Mark your answers on your Answer Sheet. 

 
What is Civil Law? 

 
Civil law is a term that can be used to describe two different legal concepts. On the one hand, it is used 

to describe a body of law that is centered around finding peaceful resolutions to non-criminal disputes. On 
the other hand, the term civil law denotes a legal system that is practiced in many countries around the world.

  
In the context of a non-criminal method of resolving disputes, civil law covers a wide range of areas.  

[■ A] For instance, it encompasses issues relating to divorce cases, child custody suits, and child support 
proceedings. [■ B] Civil law also includes lawsuits brought to recover damages to property or to a person as 
well as property ownership issues. [■ C] Each country generally has its own set of civil laws that have been 
developed by courts or legislators. [■ D] 
 

By and large, a civil law court is a means for people or entities to resolve legal disputes in a peaceful 
and orderly manner. Most civil courts seek to provide a legal remedy to a problem, such as paying monetary 
damages, agreeing to perform in a certain manner, or abstaining from a certain activity. Civil law can be 
based on statutes, judge-made rulings, or both, depending on the particular jurisdiction. 

 
The other meaning of civil law relates to civil legal systems, which are derived from Roman law and 

the Code of Justinian. Countries that have adopted civil legal systems generally rely on laws or codes that 
have been written down and formally codified. Typically, they do not rely on customs or turn case decisions 
into legal precedent. With a civil legal system, courts simply apply the principals outlined in statutes when 
rendering a decision.  

 
Civil law systems are distinct from common law systems, which follow Anglo-Saxon legal principals. 

Common law systems are used by the United States and the majority of the British Commonwealth. Under a 
common law system, the judiciary relies on case law as well as statutory law in resolving disputes. Once a 
decision is made in a particular case, that decision effectively becomes law, and it can be used by judges as 
precedent in deciding cases of a similar nature in the future.  

 
Civil legal systems usually follow either the French Napoleonic Code or the German Civil Code. 

Countries following the French system include Spain, Italy, and Holland as well as former French colonies. 
German Civil Code countries include Switzerland, Austria, Japan, and many Scandinavian countries.  
(Retrieved from http://www.wisegeek.com/what-is-civil-law.htm) 

 
51.  What does the passage mainly discuss? 
     A) The functions of a civil law court           

B) The role of common law systems 
     C) The definition of civil law                  

D) The effect of a civil law court  
52.  According to the passage, what is the first notion of civil law? 
  A) A legal system mostly aiming at achieving nonviolent solutions to a non-criminal disagreement 
  B) A legal system generally used to find non-criminal disagreements 
     C) A body of law mainly looking for peaceful resolutions to criminal disputes for the rights of citizens 
     D) A legal body primarily dealing with the rights of private citizens regarding their violent disputes 
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53. The word “denotes” in line 3 is closest in meaning to _____. 
A) gives     B) represents    C) connotes     D) suggests 
 

54. According to this passage, which of the following is not covered by civil law? 
A) intellectual property disputes     B) property ownership issues 
C) child support proceedings    D) stealing money from a small shop  
 

55.  We can infer that ____ are derived from Roman law and the Code of Justinian.  
  A) many concepts of non-criminal law 
  B) countless solutions to criminal disagreements 
  C) many notions of civil law systems  
  D) various views of common law systems  
 
56.  According to this passage, which of the following countries has adopted a common law system?  

A) Japan  B) France        C) Spain     D) Australia 
 

57. According to _____, an established judgment can be used by judges as precedent in deciding cases of a 
similar nature in the future.  

  A) a common law system             B) a civil legal system 
     C) the Roman law system             D) the French Napoleonic Code 

 
58.  We can see that ______ follow Anglo-Saxon legal principals. 
  A) civil law systems                 B) common law systems 
  C) German Civil Codes               D) the French system 

 
59.  In Paragraph 2, look at the four squares [■ A], [■ B], [■ C], and [■ D]. Which is the best place for the 

following sentence to be added to this paragraph? 
  In addition, it covers business disagreements, such as a contract dispute. 

     Make your choice and mark it on your Answer Sheet. 
 
60.  The world “Retrieved” at the end of this paragraph is closest in meaning to ____.   
  A) Had      B) Regained    C) Got      D) Reclaimed 
 
Part 5  Writing Task  (30 points) （請考生用英文將作文直接寫在招生考試答案卷上面） 
Directions：First, read the following news report about male prostitution in Nanning, China. Then, 
according to this news report, write an essay in English to answer the question after this news report.  
 
News Report: NANNING, CHINA — All 14 prostitutes caught by the police in South China's Nanning city 
in a recent raid turned out to be men, a police officer said on Tuesday. 
 

Undercover cops got more than they bargained for during a crackdown on prostitution in Nanning, 
South China's Guangxi Zhuang autonomous region, Jan 7, 2011. Fourteen 'ladies of the night' arrested by 
police in a sting turned out to be cross-dressing men. The sex workers, dressed in fishnet stockings, boots 
and low cut dresses added handcuffs to their fashion accessories after the vice raid by police.  

"After investigation, we found some of the prostitutes underwent a sex-change operation, and some 
were homosexuals," said a deputy director of the Xingning branch of Nanning police bureau surnamed 
Huang, who declined to give his full name. 

All of the prostitutes have been released after interrogation, Huang said. 
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The prostitutes were caught on Saturday evening after dozens of plainclothes police officers and patrol 
officers, divided into three groups, launched a sudden raid on the busy area near Chaoyang Road, according 
to the local Nanguo Morning Post. 

 
Despite heavy make-up and long wigs, their big Adam's apples and low voices revealed their sex. "I just 

like to dress like a woman on the street and meet male strangers, who flirt with me and call me a 'mistress'. 
What's wrong with it?" said one of the prostitutes, when questioned by the police, according to the 
newspaper. Another prostitute told the police that he has wanted to be a girl since he was a child, and he 
came to Nanning to become a prostitute after having breast enhancement and a nose job a year ago. He earns 
100 yuan ($16) for each deal, and none of his customers knew he was a man, the newspaper reported. 

 
"If these prostitutes are caught prostituting, they should also be punished the same way as women 

prostitutes, according to the law," said Mr. Tang, a criminal-law expert at Beijing Ying Ke Law Firm. 
 
This was not the first time these prostitutes were caught, and the residents living near the area who were 

harassed by the prostitutes complained to the police many times before, Huang said. "Since these prostitutes 
are men, they should be arrested for swindling and disturbing social order if they are caught prostituting," 
said Tang Huiji, a resident of Nanning. 

 
However, some people have a different attitude. "Since (the male prostitutes) can keep doing business, 

there must be a demand for this service, and there is nothing we can do about it," said Tan Xulin, another 
resident in the city. 
 
Huang Feifei in Nanning contributed to this story. 
(Retrieved from http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/china/2012-01/11/content_14419241.htm) 
 
************           **************          ************          ************* 
Writing question:  

According to this news report, there are different views on male prostitution. Some 
people think male prostitutes should be punished the same way as women prostitutes 
according to the law. Others hold that since the male prostitutes can keep doing business, 
there must be a demand for this service, and there is nothing we can do about it. Partially, 
this might be the reason why “All of the prostitutes have been released after interrogation” 
in Nannning according to this report.  
    
To what extent do you agree or disagree with the opinion of Mr. Tang, a criminal-law 
expert at Beijing Ying Ke Law Firm?  

 
Give reasons for your answer and write at least 300 words.  
It is suggested that your essay should include an introduction, several paragraphs and a conclusion.  
Write your essay in English directly on the provided answer paper. 
（請考生用英文將作文直接寫在招生考試答案卷上面）  

This is the end of the test. 
 


